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deally located overlooking the Potomac River, this peaceful, zen-like location offers a special place to relax and
decompress. Take in the expansive seasonal river views, the changing colors and fluctuating light. Imagine, all this
while just a short drive from the Nation's Capitol. Convenience abounds. Both major airports, Ronald Reagan National

and Dulles International are within a half hour drive. Local shopping is easily accessible at Westbard Shopping Center or the
River Road/Whole Foods corridor. Take a short drive to chic boutiques of Georgetown or enlightening cultural offerings in
Washington, D.C. For outdoor enthusiasts, the ever popular, picturesque C&O Canal is within an easy walk and connects to the
hiking/biking Capital Crescent Trail running from Georgetown to Bethesda. When the river is high, experience kayaking thrills
on the local Olympic training slalom course. Adventure awaits.
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Perfectly perched on the palisades of the Potomac River, this award winning Robert Gurney designed contemporary is a
remarkable work of residential architecture rarely available in the Washington, DC area. Inside, open, flexible spaces
offer you the freedom to create your own personalized living space. Clean lines, walls of glass and an interesting use of
mixed materials make a strong architectural statement that harmonizes with the existing landscape. Red balau wood
siding, zinc coated stainless steel and black steel window frames complement the setting. Spectacular, seasonal river views
from the expansive deck and the suspended saline lap pool will hold you captive. Entertain on fall evenings beside the
gas fire pit while enjoying your private movie on the projection wall. Or sneak away from it all to the covered rooftop
deck with a tree house feel. Breathe easy; the world can't find you.

Transition from the main house past the rectangular reflecting pool with colorful koi to the guest house/home office.
The lower level is a potential spacious home office, screening room or exercise room. The upper level offers a one
bedroom suite with a private deck above the three car garage. Throughout this property you will feel a sense of optimism.
Peace and relaxation will envelope you. Bring your dreams, your wishes, your delights... 

"Live the life you have imagined." -Henry David Thoreau
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